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In the realm of psychological suspense, Thomas Harris stands alone. exploring both the nature of

human evil and the nerve-racking anatomy of forensic investigation, Harris unleashes a frightening

vision of the dark side of our well-lighted world. In this extraordinary tale -- which preceded The

Silence of the Lambs and Hannibal, Harris introduced the unforgettable character Dr. Hannibal

Lecter. And in it, Will Graham -- the FBI man who hunted Lecter down -- risks his sanity and his life

to duel a killer called...  The Red Dragon  A quiet summer night...a neat suburban house...and

another happy family is shattered -- the latest victims of a grisly series of hideous sacrificial killings

that no one understands, and no one can stop. Nobody lives to tell of the unimaginable carnage.

Only the blood-stained walls bear witness.  All hope rests on the Special Agent Will Graham, who

must peer inside the killer's tortured soul to understand his rage, to anticipate and prevent his next

vicious crime. Desperate for help, Graham finds himself locked in a deadly alliance with the brilliant

Dr. Hannibal Lecter -- the infamous mass murderer who Graham put in prison years ago. As the

imprisoned Lecter tightens the reins of revenge, Graham's feverish pursuit of the Red Dragon draws

him inside the warped mind of a psychopath,, into an unforgettable world of demonic ritual and

violence, beyond the limits of human terror.
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Harris first rocketed up the bestseller lists with his excellent terrorism thriller Black Sunday. His

antihero Hannibal the Cannibal exploded into the public consciousness after Jonathan Demme's

excellent movie version of Silence of the Lambs (1991) came out, with Anthony Hopkins brilliant



creepy performance as Lecter. And, of course, fans and Hollywood have had an anxious 11 year

wait for Harris to finally publish a sequel. But many people may not realize that Hannibal Lecter first

appeared, albeit in a cameo role, in the novel Red Dragon and in Michael Mann's capable movie

version, Manhunter (1986). If you've missed this book, I urge you to try it; in many ways it is Harris's

best work.FBI Special Will Graham has retired to Sugar Loaf Key, FL with his new wife Molly and

her son Willie. Retired because of his nearly fatal encounter with a linoleum knife wielding Hannibal

Lecter, whose capture he was responsible for, and because of the emotional troubles that have

accompanied his ability to develop an almost extrasensory empathy for such killers, such that he

has trouble purging their feelings from his own psyche. His peaceful idyll is disrupted when his old

boss, Jack Crawford, shows up and asks for his help in catching The Tooth Fairy, a serial killer who

is notorious for the tooth marks he leaves and for dicing his victims with shards of broken mirrors.

Reluctantly agreeing to join the chase, Graham decides, in order to recapture the mindset that has

made him so eerily effective in prior cases, to visit Hannibal Lecter in the Chesapeake State

Hospital for the Criminally Insane. There the administrator, Dr. Frederick Chilton, shares an

anecdote about Hannibal that demonstrates just how horrible he is: "On the afternoon of July 8,

1976, Dr.

Having seen the movie adaptation of "The Silence of the Lambs" several times, it seemed at times

that I could see the action on the pages of the book rather than just reading them. I cannot help but

see Jodie Foster as Clarice Starling and it is the voice of Anthony Hopkins I hear when Hannibal

Lecter speaks. While this may limit how I view the characters, this does not detract at all from the

book and I feel that in many ways, the novel is superior and is still gripping despite my familiarity

with the story.Clarice Starling is in training at the FBI Academy. She is a star student in the

Behavioral Sciences Division when the Department Chief, Jack Crawford, calls her into his office

and gives her a job. She is to interview one Dr Hannibal "The Cannibal" Lecter in order to help get

into the mind of a serial killer. There is an open case with a serial killer who has been nicknamed

"Buffalo Bill", and Dr. Lecter may be the only chance to solve the case without there being many

more murders. Starling is only a trainee, and this may be why Lecter is actually willing to speak to

Starling about Buffalo Bill, though he is always holding something back.Lecter is a villain of extreme

intellect and this comes through in his dialogue. Like "Red Dragon", Dr. Lecter is not the central

villain and the story does not revolve specifically around him (though he has a larger role this time

around). Lecter does play a pivotal role because without him, the story cannot move forward. We

never truly get into the psyche of Jame Gumb (not as much as we did with Frances Dolorhyde in



"Red Dragon"), and it seems as if most of his actions happen off camera.
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